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The Problem
We all know that we have the potential to achieve greater productivity but in a busy food processing environment, management rarely have the
time to accurately benchmark their performance.

Major Benefits
•
•
•
•

identifies problems
improves productivity
compares production against plan
improves reaction lead times

Product Features
•
•
•
•

electronic data management
automated analysis and calculations
simple colour-code technology
automated reporting and distribution

The Solution
Working in conjunction with our KPI measurement tool, Integreater’s
benchmarking software allows processors to set business-specific
targets to measure their performance against.
Management are able to continuously assess productivity and if
benchmarks are not being met, this tool can be used with Integreater’s
OEE software to identify the reasons why.

The Result
Management can measure and benchmark the data that is most
important to their business, allowing them to easily spot any problems.
This reduces the potential of future issues and improves long term
performance.

What is Integreater®?
Integreater® is an enterprise manufacturing
execution system, also known as an e-MES. The
unique solution works by ensuring that management
have the visibility to achieve greater accuracy, efficiency
and traceability. It effectively holds a magnifying glass up
to your processing cycle, so that you can see exactly
what’s going on and identify where you need to make
improvements.

How is it different?
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Integreater® has been developed by professionals
from the food processing industry and offers more
functionality than a standard Manufacturing Execution
System (MES).
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software is too
generic for food production and often requires users to
adhere with a set of standard practices. To solve this
problem, Integreater® has been developed to account
for all the variants and complexities that are specific
Proposition 2, 50% black
to the food processing industry. It integrates with
your business model to ensure that you can improve
performance, without jeopardising your unique selling
points.
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